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T-ROCKS

All models are customisable and configurable with 
a wide range of accessories and options.

MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE ON OUR 
WEBSITE WWW.TRIRIDEITALIA.COM

Medical Devices registered of the Health Ministry
TUV Certification No. 15-PEL-0010022-TIC

1 Weight refers to device excluding battery and arms for wheelchair connection.
2 Range refers to device with 36 V 14 Ah or 48 V 10,5 Ah battery on a flat route at medium 
speed of 6 km/h (level 1) with user weight of 70 kg. Range depends on: user weight, road 
condition, general state of the wheelchair and tires, condition of the battery, speed and 
type of driving.

3 USB port to recharge devices such as smartphones or tablets.
4 Subject to evaluation by the company on the user's specifications.

Triride srl reserves the right to modify the models with updates and innovations and 
therefore the images may differ from the final product sold.
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65 N/m

MODEL SPECIFIC FEATURES
・ Max. power with 48 V
・ Motor
・ Torque
・ Transport weight1

・ Wheel size
・Single or double Lithium-ion battery
・ Range2

・ Tyre
・ Energy saving mode
・ Dual drive profile as standard
・ Safety package as standard
・ Fender

GENERAL FEATURES
・ Stainless steel frame
・ Customisable electronics by Triride
・ Reverse + Assisted load
・ Cruise control
・ Aluminum rim
・ Disc brake + Electronic regenerative brake
・ LCD Display with 5 selectable power levels
・ Speed compliant with legal standards
・ TÜV and CE certification
・ Customisable frame colour or pattern

Available with customised control
configuration4 for tetraplegic users
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 Disc brake + Electronic regenerative brake
 LCD Display with 5 selectable power levels
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